
Reclaimed Pine Shelving
By Vault Furniture



Shelves made from 1.5” old growth pine
We work hard to bring the highest quality reclaimed pine possible. Each piece is salvaged from demolition homes that 

were built in late 1800’s to early 1900’s in St. Louis, MO. The pine 2x10s were originally used as structural elements such 
as floor and ceiling joists in the home. 

DISCLAIMER
There will be holes. There will be marks. There will be 
imperfections. We at Vault Furniture embrace the beauty of 
the natural and celebrate its flaws. The finished product exudes 
warmth with an organic character that gives off a relaxing vibe 
as it provides a connection to the past. If smooth, shiny and 
seamless are what you’re after, then rustic and reclaimed may 
not be for you.
Unique characteristics include but are not limited to:
- Nail Holes
- Worm Holes
- Uneven Edges
- Saw Marks
- Beautiful color variation from light tan to black
- hand-notched holes from where the floor joists slid in
- Paint remnants
- Plaster Wall lines



Reclaimed Pine Finish 
We offer (2) finish options with the reclaimed pine: natural finish or surface planed. Basically the natural is when we 

simply sand and finish. This tends to be darker in color over all and has texture with slightly uneven surface. 
The surface planed is really nice as well. It is when we take off the top and bottom layer, making a more even surface 

and lighter color variation.



Natural Finish Surface Planed





Reclaimed Pine : Surface plane & gold brackets



Reclaimed Pine Natural finish & Clear finish on bookend style brackets



Side by side of clear finish vs. black 
finish on steel bracket

Clear finish on steel bracket

Brackets fabricated from American made 1.5” solid steel channel
You can choose between black finish or clear. Both options make for a timeless combination when paired with reclaimed 

pine. The black finish tends to have a more modern feel and the clear a little more rustic. The clear accentuates the 
handmade nature of the product since you can see the welds. 



Thanks so much for thinking of us for 
your custom furniture needs. We can’t 

wait to hear what you think. ☺


